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Abstract. The Lambek–Grishin calculus LG is a categorial grammar
obtained by turning the one-sided sequents of the non-associative Lambek calculus NL into two-sided sequents, and adding interaction postulates between the two families of connectives thus obtained. In this
paper, we prove a new lower bound on the generative capacity of LG,
namely the class of languages that are the intersection of a context-free
language and the permutation closure of a context-free language. This
implies that LG recognizes languages like {an bn cn dn en | n ∈ N} and the
permutation closure of {an bn cn | n ∈ N}.
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Introduction

This paper studies the weak generative capacity, e.g. the class of languages that
can be recognized, of the Lambek–Grishin calculus (LG) proposed by Moortgat
[12]. We prove that any intersection of a context-free language and the permutation closure of a context-free language can be generated by LG.
The Lambek–Grishin calculus is an extension of the nonassociative Lambek calculus NL [10], obtained by allowing for structural multiplications on the
right-hand side of sequents, and adding interaction principles between the families of connectives that correspond to the left-hand and right-hand multiplicative
connectives. For NL, it has been proved by Kandulski [9] that this calculus is
weakly equivalent to the context-free grammars. The same result for the associative variant of this calculus, the associative Lambek calculus L, has been proved
by Pentus [15]. Context-free languages are however generally assumed to be insufficient for natural language parsing [6]. Moot [13] has proved that any tree
adjoining grammar [7] can be converted into an LG-language, which implies
that LG is at least mildly context-sensitive. Therefore LG seems to be more
suitable for parsing natural language. The exact generative capacity of LG is
currently unknown. Moot [13] also proposed a proof for conversion of LG into
tree adjoining grammar, but this proof contained an error, as the current paper
shows.
The language {an bn cn dn en | n ∈ N} cannot be generated by tree adjoining
grammars (e.g. [8]), but we will show that this language can in fact be generated by LG. Note that neither the lower bound proved by Moot (the languages

generated by tree adjoining grammars) is a subset of the lower bound proved
in this paper (the class of languages that are the intersection of a context-free
language and the permutation closure of a context-free language), nor the other
way around. This means that the current known lower bound on the generative
capacity of LG is the union of those two classes. The only currently known upper
bound on the generative capacity of LG is decidability [12], which makes the
class of languages generated by this calculus at most recursive.
After the introduction, we first give a definition of the Lambek–Grishin calculus in Section 2. Then we proceed by proving the new lower bound on the
generative complexity in Section 3. In Section 4 we give some examples of languages that can be generated, and in Section 5 some concluding remarks will be
made.
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The Lambek–Grishin calculus

The Lambek–Grishin calculus LG is an extension of the non-associative Lambek
calculus NL. In NL there are only multiplicative connectives in a structural
role on the left-hand side, while in LG, such connectives are also allowed on
the right-hand side. We have therefore two different families of connectives, one
related to each of both multiplications. LG is a deductive system. A sentence is
grammatical if and only if the sequent belonging to this sentence can be derived
in the deductive system.
Definition 1. Sequents in LG have the form p → q where p and q are types.
We assign to every word in the language a finite number of types. We have a set
of basic types called Atoms. The set of types is defined as follows: every atom is
a type, and if p and q are types, then the following formulas are types as well:
p ⊗ q,

p\q,

p/q,

p ⊕ q,

p ; q,

p ⊘ q.

An axiomatization of LG is displayed in Table 1.
We can see ⊗ as the connective playing a (multiplicative) structural role on
the left-hand side of the arrow, and ⊕ as the connective playing a (multiplicative)
structural role on the right-hand side. Intuitively one or more words with type
a\b can be seen as a group of words which need a phrase of type a on their left,
and return a phrase of type b. In the same way we can see a phrase of type a/b
as a phrase which needs a phrase of type b on its right, before returning a b
type phrase. Finally the ⊗ operator can be seen as concatenation of words. The
connectives ⊕, ; and ⊘ are the duals of ⊗, / and \ under arrow reversal, i.e. the
symbol ⊕ fulfills the same role on the right-hand side of the arrow as the symbol
⊗ does on the left-hand side, and vice versa. Between the other connectives,
similar relations hold.
There are multiple equivalent axiomatizons for LG, of which one is displayed
in Table 1. Repetitions in derivations are not allowed. This axiomatization is particularly interesting because it is cut-free and allows for decidable proof search.

Table 1. Axioms and rules of Lambek–Grishin calculus.
b → a\c
t → t Id
Res
a⊗b→c
(t ∈ Atoms)
Res
a → c/b
d→b
a→c
c→a
b→d
Mon
a\b → c\d
a/b → c/d

a;c→b
Res
c→a⊕b
Res
c⊘b→a
a→c
b→d
Mon
Mon
a⊗b→c⊗d

d→b
a→c
a→c
b→d
c→a
b→d
Mon
Mon
Mon
a;b→c;d
a⊘b→c⊘d
a⊕b→c⊕d
a ; (b ⊗ c) → d
b ; (a ⊗ c) → d
(a ⊗ b) ⊘ c → d
(a ⊗ c) ⊘ b → d
G1
G2
G3
G4
(a ; b) ⊗ c → d
a ⊗ (b ; c) → d
a ⊗ (b ⊘ c) → d
(a ⊘ b) ⊗ c → d

It uses only logical and no structural connectives; the role of the structural multiplications is played by ⊗ on the left-hand side and ⊕ on the right-hand side.
We have identity (Id) as an axiom (where t is an atom). Furthermore there are
two pairs of residuation (Res) rules. A double line denotes derivability in two
directions. The left pair is the same as in NL, and the right pair is the symmetric version of the left pair. We also have six monotonicity rules (Mon). Finally
the Grishin interactions G1 – G4 , based on a paper by Grishin [5], are added.
Those postulates govern the interaction between the ⊕- and ⊗-families.
Lemma 1 ([12]). Transitivity, i.e. a → b and b → c implies a → c is admissible
in LG.
Now we will define how we can use LG to determine what sentences are
grammatical.
Definition 2. An LG-grammar has the form L(Σ, s, ϕ), where Σ is a finite
alphabet, s the goal type (i.e. the type corresponding to an entire sentence) and
ϕ a mapping called the type dictionary that assigns one or more types to every
word. We require that for all t ∈ Σ, ϕ(t) is finite. The language generated by
an LG-grammar L(Σ, s, ϕ) is defined as the set of all expressions t1 . . . tn over
the alphabet Σ for which there exists a derivable sequent b1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ bn → s (with
some binary bracketing imposed on b1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ bn ) such that bi ∈ ϕ(ti ) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Example 1. Now we give an example derivation of the sentence ‘Alice thinks
someone left’. The resulting formula on the top left is just an NL-derivable
sequent. For clarity, the atoms occurring in the type of ‘someone’ are typeset in
bold.

np ⊗ (((np\s)/s) ⊗ (np ⊗ (np\s))) → s
s→s
Mon
(np ⊗ (((np\s)/s) ⊗ (np ⊗ (np\s)))) ⊘ s → s ⊘ s
Res
np ⊗ (((np\s)/s) ⊗ (np ⊗ (np\s))) → (s ⊘ s) ⊕ s
Res
(s ⊘ s) ; (np ⊗ (((np\s)/s) ⊗ (np ⊗ (np\s)))) → s
G2
np ⊗ ((s ⊘ s) ; (((np\s)/s) ⊗ (np ⊗ (np\s)))) → s
G2
np ⊗ (((np\s)/s) ⊗ ((s ⊘ s) ; (np ⊗ (np\s)))) → s
G1
np ⊗ (((np\s)/s) ⊗ (((s ⊘ s) ; np) ⊗ (np\s))) → s
|{z}
| {z }
|
{z
} | {z }
Alice

thinks

someone

left

Definition 3. We will also use the product-free non-associative Lambek calculus
or product-free NL, which we can obtain from the definition of LG by requiring
that / and \ are the only connectives in the type dictionary.
Note that in product-free NL, we can leave out all rules containing the
Grishin connectives ⊕, ; and ⊘.
Definition 4. We define a restricted categorial grammar called spinal ABgrammar (ABs ), where we only allow types of the form a and a\b, where a
and b are atomic types. The only rule is that we can replace any subexpression
of the form a, a\b by b in the left-hand side of the arrow.
It can easily be seen that all derivable sequents in ABs have the form
(. . . (a1 , (a1 \a2 )), . . .), (an−1 \an ) → an . This calculus can be seen as a restricted
version of the calculus used in Ajdukiewicz–Bar-Hillel grammar [1].
Lemma 2. Any ABs -sequent is an LG-sequent when we replace comma by ⊗.
Proof. Note that the rule of ABs can only be applied in positive context (i.e. in
the antecedent of an even number of slashes) in ABs , namely in the antecedent
of 0 slashes. We can easily check that the application of the rule of ABs in
positive context is valid in LG.
Definition 5. The language generated by a product-free NL-grammar is defined
in the same way as the language generated by an LG-grammar; the language
generated by an ABs -grammar is also defined in the same way, except that we
allow for an arbitrary number of goal types, instead of just one goal type.
Definition 6. We write a ÷ b as an expression which may stand for both a/b or
b\a. The antecedent of b\a, a/b, b;a and a⊘b is b. A subformula is positive resp.
negative if it occurs in the antecedent of an even resp. odd number of slashes.
The count of an atom in a type is the number of positive occurrences of this atom
in the type minus the number of negative occurrences of this atom in the type,
and the count of a set of atoms in a type is the sum of the count of those atoms.
Lemma 3 (Count invariant, e.g. [17]). For all sets of atoms A, if p → q is
derivable in LG, the count of A in p equals the count of A in q.

3

Main proof

Theorem 1. Lambek–Grishin calculus is capable of recognizing any language
that is the intersection of a context-free language and the permutation closure of
a context-free language.
The proof will follow at the end of this section. Because in LG we require nonempty left-hand sides in derivations, this calculus cannot generate the empty
string, so we will ignore the recognition of the empty string in the equivalence
proof.
Definition 7. A finite state automaton (e.g. [16]) is a 5-tuple hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i,
where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of input symbols, δ : Q×Σ → Q
is the transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state and F ⊆ Q are the accept
states. A string a1 . . . an can be accepted by the finite state automaton if there is a
sequence of states q0 , . . . , qn such that qn ∈ F and δ(qi−1 , ai ) = qi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Example 2. Consider the following finite state automaton:
h{q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 }, {a, b, c, d}, δ, q0 , {q0 , q3 }i
with δ as follows: δ(q0 , a) = q0 ; δ(q0 , b) = q1 ; δ(q1 , c) = q2 ; δ(q2 , d) = q3 ;
δ(q3 , b) = q1 ; for any other state q and input symbol i, δ(q, i) = q4 . This automaton recognizes an arbitrary number of a’s, followed by an arbitrary number
of sequences bcd. Note that q4 acts here as a sink : it is not possible to leave this
state.
Lemma 4. For every regular language there is an equivalent ABs -language.
Proof. It is well-known that the class of regular languages is exactly the class of
languages recognized by finite state automata. We will show that any finite state
automaton can be simulated by an ABs -grammar, thereby proving our lemma.
Our proof is similar to the proof in [17], where it is proved that LP, the Lambek
calculus with permutation, recognizes exactly all permutations of context-free
languages. However, in that proof the definition of regular languages is used,
while we make use of the machine model.
Given a finite state automata hQ, Σ, δ, q0 , F i, we define an ABs -grammar
with symbols Σ ′ , goal types D and type dictionary ϕ as follows.
– Σ ′ = Σ;
– D = F;
– ϕ is defined as follows: ϕ(a) = {q1 \q2 | δ(q1 , a) = q2 } ∪ {q | δ(q0 , a) = q}.
In other words, if we can move with symbol a from state q1 to q2 , we assign to
a the type q1 \q2 , and if we can immediately reach q from the initial state with
symbol a, we give a type q.
If a string t1 . . . tn of length at least 1 can be accepted by the finite state
automaton, it means there is a sequence of states q0 , . . . , qn such that qn ∈ F and

δ(qi−1 , ti ) = qi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By our conversion, this means that qn ∈ D, q1 ∈
ϕ(t1 ) and qi \qi+1 ∈ ϕ(ti+1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Because q1 , q1 \q2 , . . . , qn−1 \qn → qn
is derivable in ABs , the string t1 . . . tn can be recognized by the ABs -grammar.
If t1 . . . tn is recognized by an ABs -grammar, it means that there exists an
ABs -derivable sequent b1 , . . . , bn → d such that bi ∈ ϕ(ti ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
d ∈ D. Because all ABs -derivations have the form q1 , q1 \q2 , . . . , qn−1 \qn → qn ,
it holds that qn = d, q1 ∈ ϕ(t1 ) and qi−1 \qi ∈ ϕ(ti ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. By definition of
ϕ, δ(q0 , t1 ) = q1 and δ(qi−1 , ti ) = qi for 2 ≤ i ≤ n. By qn = d and d ∈ D, qn ∈ D
so also qn ∈ F . Now we know that there is a sequence of states q0 , . . . , qn such
that qn ∈ F and δ(qi−1 , ai ) = qi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so t1 , . . . , tn can be recognized
by the finite state automaton.
⊔
⊓
Example 3. Consider the finite state automaton from Example 2. We will create
an ABs -language equivalent to this finite state automaton according to the
procedure of Lemma 4. This gives us symbols Σ = {a, b, c, d}, goal types d =
{q0 , q3 }, and the following type dictionary ϕ:
p ϕ(p)
a q0 , q0 \q0 , q1 \q4 , q2 \q4 , q3 \q4 , q4 \q4
b q1 , q0 \q1 , q1 \q4 , q2 \q4 , q3 \q1 , q4 \q4
c q4 , q0 \q4 , q1 \q2 , q2 \q4 , q3 \q4 , q4 \q4
d q4 , q0 \q4 , q1 \q4 , q2 \q3 , q3 \q4 , q4 \q4
To show that the string aaabcd is in the language, it suffices to prove
q0 , q0 \q0 , q0 \q0 , q0 \q1 , q1 \q2 , q2 \q3 → q3 ,
which is valid in ABs . Of course, we could also simplify the type dictionary by
leaving out the types with the sink state q4 in the right hand side of the \.
Lemma 5. For any product-free NL-language L1 and ABs -language L2 there
is an LG-grammar that recognizes exactly the intersection of L1 and the permutation closure of L2 .
Proof. Consider a language L1 generated by a product-free NL-grammar G1 with
symbols Σ1 , goal type d and type dictionary ϕ1 , and a language L2 generated
by an ABs -grammar G2 with symbols Σ2 , goal types D and type dictionary ϕ2 .
Note that we can easily convert an ABs -grammar with multiple goal types D into
an equivalent ABs -grammar with a single goal type, by choosing a fresh atomic
goal type g and turning the type dictionary ϕ into ϕ′ , where for every symbol
t, ϕ′ (t) = ϕ(t) ∪ {a\g | a\d ∈ ϕ(t), d ∈ D} ∪ {g | d ∈ ϕ(t), d ∈ D, d is atomic}.
Therefore we can without loss of generality assume that D = {d} (i.e. we make
sure that G1 and G2 have the same, single goal type), that d is atomic, that d
does not occur in ϕ2 in the left-hand side of a \, and that the intersection of
the atoms in the range of ϕ1 and in the range of ϕ2 is {d}. We pick an atom
s neither occurring in the range of ϕ1 nor in the range of ϕ2 , s 6= d. We define
T1 as the union of {s} and the atoms in the range of ϕ1 and T2 as the atoms in

the range of ϕ2 , both excluding d. Note that d functions as goal of the existing
grammars G1 and G2 , while s will function as goal of the new grammar G.
Now we can create an LG-grammar that recognizes the intersection of L1
and the permutation closure of L2 as follows. We take as symbols Σ1 ∩ Σ2 , and
choose s as goal type. The type dictionary ϕ is defined in the following way.
Given p ∈ Σ, and ϕ1 (p) and ϕ2 (p), we define ϕ(p) as follows:
ϕ(p) = {(b ⊘ a) ; c | c ∈ ϕ1 (p), a\b ∈ ϕ2 (p)}
∪ {(a ⊘ s) ; c | c ∈ ϕ1 (p), a ∈ ϕ2 (p), a is atomic} .
(⇒) First we will show that any string in the intersection of L1 and the
permutation closure of L2 is also in L. The steps we apply are displayed in Figure
1. When the bracketing of ⊗ is not important, we just leave out the brackets.
Assume we have a product-free NL-grammar G1 and an ABs -grammar G2 . We
define G to be the LG-grammar obtained by the procedure described above.
Assume we have a string t1 . . . tn that is recognizable by G1 , and a permutation
π on [1..n] such that tπ(1) . . . tπ(n) is recognizable by G2 . We will show that this
permuted string is recognizable by G as well. If tπ(1) . . . tπ(n) is recognizable by G2 ,
there must be an ABs -derivation for (1) in Figure 1 (note that all ABs -derivable
sequents have this shape) such that bn = d, b1 ∈ ϕ2 (tπ(1) ) and bi−1 \bi ∈ ϕ2 (tπ(i) )
for every i with 2 ≤ i ≤ n. By Lemma 2, (2) is an LG-derivable sequent.
By symmetry under arrow reversal, (3) is also derivable. By residuation and
monotonicity in LG, we can derive (4). Because t1 . . . tn is recognizable by G1 ,
we have a product-free NL-derivation and therefore also an LG-derivation for
a1 , a2 , . . . , an → d such that ai ∈ ϕ1 (ti ) for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Because
bn = d, we can obtain (5) by transitivity on this sequent and (4). Then we can
move the bi ⊘ bi−1 -subformulas to the left-hand side by residuation, obtaining
(6). Finally we move those types in the right place with Grishin postulate G1 .
Note that we can place any bi ⊘ bi−1 at any position under aj , so we position
them according to the permutation π, as depicted in (7), where π ′ is the inverse
permutation of π. We now have a sequent of the form (. . . (c1 ⊗c2 )⊗. . .)⊗cn → b0
where b0 is the goal type and each ci has the form (bπ′ (i) ⊘ bπ′ (i)−1 ) ; ai . Because
b1 ∈ ϕ2 (tπ(1) ), bi−1 \bi ∈ ϕ2 (tπ(i) ) for 2 ≤ i ≤ n and ai ∈ ϕ1 (ti ) for each 1 ≤ i ≤
n, it holds that ci ∈ ϕ(ti ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n by definition of ϕ. Therefore t1 . . . tn
is recognizable by G. Now we can conclude that if a string can be recognized
by a product-free NL-grammar and any permutation of it can be recognized
by an ABs -grammar, the string can also be recognized by the corresponding
LG-grammar obtained by the procedure described in this lemma.
(⇐) Now we show that any string in L is both in L1 and the permutation
closure of L2 . We prove this by showing reversibility of the steps in Figure 1.
Assume that t1 . . . tn is in L. Then there is a sequent d1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ dn → d (with
some binary bracketing imposed on the left-hand side) and di ∈ ϕ(ti ) for every
i. Sequents of this form will be called initial, which we will formalize in the next
definition. Next, we will prove some properties about sequents of this form in
the following lemmas, which we need to prove reversibility of (6)–(7). After that,
we continue the current proof by proving reversibility of the other steps.

Fig. 1. The stepwise transformation of an ABs -sequent into an LG-sequent. In every line, the difference with the next line is underlined.
(. . . (b1 ,(b1 \b2 )), . . .),(bn−1 \bn ) → bn

(1)

(. . . (b1 ⊗ (b1 \b2 )) ⊗ . . .) ⊗ (bn−1 \bn ) → bn

(2)

bn → (bn ⊘ bn−1 ) ⊕ (. . . ⊕ ((b2 ⊘ b1 ) ⊕ b1 ) . . .)

(3)

bn → (bn ⊘ bn−1 ) ⊕ (. . . ⊕ ((b2 ⊘ b1 ) ⊕ ((b1 ⊘ b0 ) ⊕ b0 )) . . .)

(4)

a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an → (bn ⊘ bn−1 ) ⊕ (. . . ⊕ ((b2 ⊘ b1 ) ⊕ ((b1 ⊘ b0 ) ⊕ b0 ) . . .))

(5)

(b1 ⊘ b0 ) ; ((b2 ⊘ b1 ) ; (. . . ; ((bn ⊘ bn−1 ) ; (a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an )) . . .)) → b0

(6)

((bπ′ (1) ⊘ bπ′ (1)−1 ) ; a1 ) ⊗ ((bπ′ (2) ⊘ bπ′ (2)−1 ) ; a2 ) ⊗ . . . ⊗ ((bπ′ (n)−1 ⊘ bπ′ (n)−1 ) ; an ) → b0

(7)

Definition 8. Given two disjoined sets T1 , T2 and d 6∈ T1 ∪ T2 , we define initial
sequents as sequents d1 , . . . , dn → d such that each di has the form (ai ⊘ bi ) ; ci
with ai ∈ T2 ∪ {d}, bi ∈ T2 and ci ∈ T1 ∪ {d} (compare (7) in Figure 1).
In the following lemmas we will show that if an initial sequent can be derived,
it can be done so by first moving all Grishin connectives outside the scope of any
⊗-connective (compare (6) in Figure 1). In other words, we show reversibility of
the step (6)–(7) in this figure. This is the crucial part of our proof.
Definition 9. We define the following classes of types:
F ::= c | F ÷ F ;
P ::= (a ⊘ b) ; P | F | P ⊗ P ;
Q ::= F | (a ⊘ b) ⊕ Q | Q ÷ P ;
R ::= a | (a ⊘ b) ⊕ R | R ÷ P ;
such that a ∈ T2 ∪ {d}; b ∈ T2 ; c ∈ T1 ∪ {d}, where a, b and c are atomic types,
T1 and T2 are disjoint classes of arbitrary types and d 6∈ T1 ∪ T2 .
Note that F is the class of product-free Lambek types.
Lemma 6. Each initial sequent has the form p → r with p ∈ P and r ∈ R.
Proof. This follows directly from Definition 8 (initial sequents).

⊔
⊓

In other words, we can see sequents of the form p → r with p ∈ P and
r ∈ R as a generalization of the class of initial sequents. As will become clear,
the former class can be seen as the closure of the class of initial sequents under
operations such as Grishin interactions and various forms of residuation.
We also need to adapt the idea of ‘moving Grishin connectives outside the
scope of any ⊗-connective’ to this generalization. We replace this notion with
the notion of internal Grishin connectives. Intuitively, a Grishin connective is
internal if it does not occur within the scope of a ⊗-connective, taking a restricted
number of forms of residuation into account. Now we give a formal definition.
Definition 10. A subformula in a sequent p → r with p ∈ P and r ∈ R is
internal if (1) the type is in p while r contains ÷; (2) the type is in the left
argument of ⊕ in r while the right argument contains a ÷-connective; (3) the
type is within the scope of ⊗ in p; or (4) the type is in r in the right-hand
argument of a ÷-connective. Furthermore we say that a connective is internal if
it occurs in an internal subformula.
Lemma 7. Consider the class of sequents p → q such that p ∈ P and q ∈ Q
and either p or q (or both) contain one of the Grishin connectives ⊘, ; and ⊕.
Sequents in this class are underivable.

Proof. We prove that all derivations of sequents in this class would be infinite,
by showing that to prove a sequent p → q with p ∈ P and q ∈ Q, we first
need to prove another sequent that is also in this class. Because derivations need
to have a finite length, no sequents in this class are derivable. Remember that
the decidable axiomatization consists of the identity axiom for atomic types,
residuation, monotonicity and the Grishin interactions in rule-based form. We
proceed by case distinction on each of the four rules that could have been used
to derive p → q.
First note that p → q cannot be an axiom with atomic types, because the
sequent is required to contain a connective.
Now we consider the case where the last proof step is monotonicity. Then
the outer connectives on the left-hand and right-hand side must be equal. The
only connectives that can appear as outer connective in both P and Q are /
and \. In that case, p does not contain Grishin connectives and therefore q does
(by definition of Q), so we can write q as q ′ ÷ p′ with p′ ∈ P and q ′ ∈ Q and
p as c1 ÷ c2 with c1 , c2 ∈ F. Therefore the conclusion of the monotonicity rule
has the form c1 ÷ c2 → q ′ ÷ p′ . Then we need to derive c1 → q ′ and p′ → c2 .
Because q contains Grishin connectives, either p′ or q ′ (or both) contains Grishin
connectives. If p′ contains Grishin connectives, p′ → c2 is again in the class and
if q ′ contains Grishin connectives, c1 → q ′ is again in the class.
If the last step is residuation applied to p, then p must have the form (a⊘b);p′
or p1 ⊗ p2 . Then the premise is p′ → (a ⊘ b) ⊕ q in the first case and p1 → q/p2 or
p2 → p1 \q in the second case, all of which are again in the class. Furthermore if
the last step is residuation applied to q, then q must have one of the forms q ′ ÷p′ ,
c1 ÷ c2 or (a ⊘ b) ⊕ q ′ with a ∈ T2 ∪ {d}, b ∈ T2 , p′ ∈ P, q ′ ∈ Q and c1 , c2 ∈ F. If
q = q ′ ÷ p′ we have as premise p ⊗ p′ → q ′ or p′ ⊗ p → q ′ , both of which are again
in the class. If q = c1 ÷ c2 we have as premise p ⊗ c2 → c1 or c2 ⊗ p → c1 , which
are again in the class as well. Finally if q = (a ⊘ b) ⊕ q ′ , the premise is either
p ⊘ q ′ → a ⊘ b or (a ⊘ b) ; p → q ′ , of which the latter is again in the class as well.
The sequent p ⊘ q ′ → a ⊘ b must have been derived by monotonicity, so one of
the premises is b → q ′ . We can easily check that the count of T2 in q ′ is less than
or equal to 0, while the count of T2 in b is 1. Therefore b → q ′ is underivable by
the count invariant, so we can conclude that p → q cannot be derived.
Finally deriving p → q with a Grishin postulate as last derivation step results
in a premise which is again in the class.
⊔
⊓
Lemma 8. Consider the class of sequents p → r that are obtained by substituting one or more internal P-formulas that are positive in p1 or negative in r1 in
p1 → r1 (p1 ∈ P, r1 ∈ R) by T2 -atoms. Sequents in this class are underivable.
Proof. Again we show that all derivations of sequents in this class would be
infinite. We select a type introduced by the substitution and call it e. First note
that because atomic sequents do not have internal subformulas, there are no
axioms with atomic types in this class. Now we show that we can only prove a
sequent p → r from this class by proving another sequent that is also in this
class. From this it follows that all derivations of sequents in this class would be

infinite. Now we proceed by case distinction on the possible proof steps. Just
like in Lemma 7, there are two cases that do not lead to another sequent in this
class straightforwardly.
The first nontrivial case is p → (a ⊘ b) ⊕ r′ with a ∈ T2 ∪ {d}, b ∈ T2 , p ∈ P
and r′ ∈ R preceded by right residuation, giving p ⊘ r′ → a ⊘ b, that must be
preceded by monotonicity. Then the premises are p → a and b → r′ . If e occurs
in r, then e occurs in r′ as well. Then e (and b) are also internal in b → r′ , so
this is in the class again. If not, then e must occur in p. By definition of internal,
either a ÷ occurs in r and therefore also in r′ , or e occurs within the scope of ⊗.
In the first case, b in b → r′ is internal so this sequent is again in the class. In
the second case, e is internal in p → a, so now this sequent is in the class again.
The second case that cannot be handled straightforwardly is monotonicity on
c1 ÷ c2 → r′ ÷ p′ with c1 , c2 ∈ F, p′ ∈ P and r′ ∈ R. Therefore the premises are
c1 → r′ and p′ → c2 . The types c1 and c2 cannot contain a P-subtype, because
they are themselves F-subtypes, so e occurs in r′ ÷ p′ . If e occurs in r′ , then
c1 → r′ is in the class again. Finally if e occurs in p′ , then the count of T2 in p′
is at least 1, while the count of T2 in c2 is 0, so p′ → c2 is underivable by the
count invariant.
⊔
⊓
Lemma 9. If p ∈ P and r ∈ R, then if p → r can be derived, there is a derivable
sequent p1 → r1 with p1 ∈ P and r1 ∈ R such that p1 → r1 does not contain
internal Grishin connectives and such that from p1 → r1 we can derive p → r
by just Grishin interactions and residuation, while every intermediate sequent in
this derivation has the form p2 → r2 with p2 ∈ P and r2 ∈ R.
Informally, this lemma tells us that every formula of the form p → r with
p ∈ P and r ∈ R can be derived with a proof in which the last proof steps
consist of making the internal Grishin connectives in p → r non-internal by
Grishin interactions (and residuation). We can see this as a generalization of
reversibility of steps (6)–(7) in Figure 1.
Proof. If p → r does not contain internal Grishin connectives, we may set p1 = p
and r1 = r so we are done. Now we assume p → r contains internal Grishin
connectives. We inspect the proofs of sequents p → r with p ∈ P and r ∈ R (in
the decidable axiomatization) and apply induction on the length of the proofs.
In the base case, where we consider all proofs of length 1, both p and r are
atomic, so this sequent cannot contain internal Grishin connectives, which is a
contradiction.
Now we continue with the induction step. In case the last proof step is monotonicity, the outer connective must be ÷, so p = a1 ÷ a2 with a1 , a2 ∈ F and
r = r′ ÷p′ with p′ ∈ P and r′ ∈ R, so the conclusion has the form a1 ÷a2 → r′ ÷p′ .
Then the premises are a1 → r′ and p′ → a2 . In case p′ contains Grishin connectives, p′ → a2 is underivable by Lemma 7, and in case p′ does not contain
Grishin connectives, r′ must contain internal Grishin connectives, because r′ ÷p′
must contain internal Grishin connectives. By induction hypothesis, if a1 → r′
is derivable, it can be derived by making all internal Grishin connectives in r′
non-internal by Grishin interactions and residuation. But then we could also

shift the application of the monotonicity rule up in the proof, by (from bottom
to top) making the Grishin connectives in r′ in a1 ÷ a2 → r′ ÷ p′ non-internal by
these steps (moving p′ to the left by residuation, moving the Grishin connectives
to the outside and moving p′ back), and derive the premise thus obtained by the
monotonicity rule.
If the last step in the proof is residuation applied to p, then p must have the
form (a ⊘ b) ; p′ or p1 ⊗ p2 , so we have as premise p′ → (a ⊘ b) ⊕ r in the first case
or p1 → r/p2 or p2 → p1 \r in the second case, on both of which the induction
hypothesis applies. If the last step is residuation applied to r, then r has the
form (a ⊘ b) ⊕ r′ or r′ ÷ p′ . In the latter case we need to prove that p ⊗ p′ → r′ or
p′ ⊗ p → r′ , so the induction hypothesis applies. In the case r = (a ⊘ b) ⊕ r′ , we
need to show that either p⊘r′ → a⊘b or (a⊘b);p → r′ . The induction hypothesis
applies to the last sequent. The sequent p⊘r′ → a⊘b can only have been derived
by monotonicity, so we need to derive p → a and b → r′ . If r′ contains ÷, then b
is internal, so b → r′ is underivable by Lemma 8. If not, because p → r contains
an internal Grishin connective and r contains no ÷, clause (3) of the definition
of internal applies. Therefore there is a Grishin connective within the scope of
⊗ in p, so there is a Grishin connective in p → a. Then by induction hypothesis
p → a is only derivable by first making all internal Grishin connectives in p
noninternal. But then we can first make all internal Grishin connectives in p in
p → (a ⊘ b) ⊕ r′ noninternal, before the monotonicity step.
Finally, if the last step is a Grishin interaction, we obtain a new sequent of
the form p′ → r′ with p′ ∈ P and r′ ∈ R, so the induction hypothesis applies. ⊔
⊓
Continuation of the proof of Lemma 5. First note that d1 , . . . , dn → d is an
initial sequent. We know by Lemma 6 that initial sequents have the form p → r
with p ∈ P and r ∈ R, and by Lemma 9 that if a sequent of this form can
be derived, it can be done so by making all internal Grishin connectives noninternal by Grishin interactions (and residuation). Then we obtain a sequent of
the form (6) in Figure 1, so (5) is also derivable (by residuation). The derivation
of (5) consists of some steps that reduce the right-hand side to bn , and some
steps reducing the left-hand side (necessarily also to bn ). The steps reducing the
left-hand side to bn permute with the steps reducing the right-hand side. If we
reduce the right-hand side first, we obtain a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an → bn , and therefore
t1 . . . tn is recognizable by G1 . If we reduce the left-hand side first, we obtain (4),
showing that step (4)–(5) is reversible. Furthermore step (3)–(4) is reversible,
because eliminating both b0 -atoms by monotonicity is the only way to derive (4),
and the remaining residuation steps are reversible as well. Steps (1)–(3) are also
reversible, so sequents of the form (1) are derivable, which shows that t1 . . . tn is
in the permutation closure of G2 .
⊔
⊓
Example 4. Consider the ABs -language in Example 3. We translate this language into an LG-language by the procedure of Lemma 5 such that the LGlanguage recognizes the permutation closure of the ABs -language. We keep the
symbols Σ, and choose a fresh goal type s. Furthermore we find the following

type dictionary ϕ′ , with S ∈ {r, r\r, r\q0 , r\q3 }.
p
a
b
c
d

ϕ′ (p)
(q0 ⊘ s) ; S, (q0 ⊘ q0 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q1 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q2 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q3 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q4 ) ; S
(q1 ⊘ s) ; S, (q1 ⊘ q0 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q1 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q2 ) ; S, (q1 ⊘ q3 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q4 ) ; S
(q4 ⊘ s) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q0 ) ; S, (q2 ⊘ q1 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q2 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q3 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q4 ) ; S
(q4 ⊘ s) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q0 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q1 ) ; S, (q3 ⊘ q2 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q3 ) ; S, (q4 ⊘ q4 ) ; S

With those types, we can parse any permutation of strings recognized by the
finite state automaton in Example 2.
Proof (Proof of Theorem 1). As has been shown by Buszkowski [3], for every
context-free language there is an equivalent product-free NL-grammar. Furthermore for every regular language we can find an equivalent ABs -language by
Lemma 4. It has been proved [14] that the permutation closure of the regular
languages is exactly the same as the permutation closure of the context-free languages. By Lemma 5, for any product-free NL-language L1 and ABs -language
L2 there is an LG-grammar that recognizes exactly the intersection of L1 and
the permutation closure of L2 . Therefore we can conclude that for any language
that is the intersection of a context-free language and the permutation closure
of a context-free language, we can find an equivalent LG-grammar.
⊔
⊓

4

Examples

Corollary 1. The language {a1 n . . . am n | n ∈ N} can be recognized in LG for
any m.
Note that this class of languages cannot be generated by tree adjoining grammars (e.g. [8]). Therefore this example proves that LG generates more than tree
adjoining grammars.
Proof. This language is the intersection of the permutation of the context-free
language {(a1 . . . am )n | n ∈ N} and the context-free language {a1 ∗ . . . am ∗ }. ⊔
⊓
Example 5. The language {an bn cn dn en | n ∈ N} can be recognized with the
LG-grammar hΣ, s, ϕi with Σ = {a, b, c, d, e}, goal type d and ϕ as follows,
where a′1 ∈ {a1 , d} and r5′ ∈ {r5 , d}:
p ϕ(p)
a (a2 ⊘ a1 ) ; r1
(a2 ⊘ a1 ) ; (r1 \r1 )
(a2 ⊘ s) ; r1
(a2 ⊘ s) ; (r1 \r1 )
b (a3 ⊘ a2 ) ; (r1 \r2 ) (a3 ⊘ a2 ) ; (r2 \r2 )
c (a4 ⊘ a3 ) ; (r2 \r3 ) (a4 ⊘ a3 ) ; (r3 \r3 )
d (a5 ⊘ a4 ) ; (r3 \r4 ) (a5 ⊘ a4 ) ; (r4 \r4 )
e (a′1 ⊘ a5 ) ; (r4 \r5′ ) (a′1 ⊘ a5 ) ; (r5 \r5′ )
Corollary 2. A MIX-language, i.e. the permutation closure of a language consisting of strings of the form a1 n . . . am n with n ∈ N, can be recognized in LG
for any m.

Proof. The language to be generated is the intersection of the permutation of
the context-free language {(a1 . . . am )n | n ∈ N} and the context-free language
{ak ∗ | 1 ≤ k ≤ m}.
⊔
⊓
Example 6. The permutation of the language {an bn cn | n ∈ N} can be recognized with the LG-grammar hΣ, s, ϕi with Σ = {a, b, c}, goal type d and ϕ as
follows, where a′ ∈ {a, d} and r′ ∈ {r, d}:
p ϕ(p)
a (b ⊘ a) ; r′ (b ⊘ a) ; (r\r′ ) (b ⊘ s) ; r′ (b ⊘ s) ; (r\r′ )
b (c ⊘ b) ; r′ (c ⊘ b) ; (r\r′ )
c (a′ ⊘ c) ; r′ (a ⊘ c) ; (r\r′ )

5

Conclusion

We proved a new lower bound on the generative capacity of LG. This calculus
recognizes all languages that are the intersection of a context-free language and
the permutation closure of a context-free language. Therefore LG recognizes
languages like the permutation closure of {an bn cn | n ∈ N} and for any m the
language {a1 n . . . am n | n ∈ N}. The latter language cannot be generated by tree
adjoining grammars, which means that this paper proves a new lower bound on
the generative complexity of the Lambek–Grishin calculus. In [13] it is claimed
that LG is equivalent to the class of languages generated by the tree adjoining
grammars, but as the current paper shows, this proof contains an error.
There is still a lot unknown about the generative capacity of LG. For example, it is not even known whether all recognizable languages are context-sensitive.
Also it is neither obvious whether LG can be embedded in the indexed languages, nor the other way around. Another important unsolved question is the
computational complexity of parsing. Both for cognitive plausibility and practical applicability a polynomial parsing algorithm would be desirable. There exist
formalisms with a polynomial parsing algorithm that possibly have a similar
generative complexity to LG, i.e. inclusion in either direction is open, such as
Range Concatenation Grammars [2] and Global Index Grammars [4].
It is clear that the strong generative capacity of the (binary) Lambek–Grishin
calculus is less than the one of tree adjoining grammars. This is partially because
tree adjoining grammars allow for branching of arbitrary order, while binary
Lambek–Grishin calculus forces us to impose a binary structure on languages to
be parsed. This problem disappears when we use Lambek–Grishin calculus for
n-ary connectives [11] instead of binary Lambek–Grishin calculus. It remains an
open question whether the n-ary Lambek–Grishin calculus can indeed recognize
all structures recognized by tree adjoining grammars.
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